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Do you find that your chapter volunteers complete an action, event, or program because “that’s the way 
we’ve always done it”? Settling into a rigid routine can make for a stale chapter experience for your 
members, and a stale volunteer experience for the chapter's leaders. Your members' needs morph, and 
your chapter needs to do the same. This session will show your leaders how to start fresh and create a 
sucessful, sustainable chapter! 

The presentation will use the STTI chapter bylaws as a starting point in the strategic planning process. Do 
you know what the basic requirements are that the chapter needs to achieve each year? This includes 
providing two events or programs that meet the mission and vision of STTI, and inducting eligible 
candidates at least once per year. How can you build on these minimum requirements to create the ideal 
experience for the members of your chapter? How can you create the ideal volunteer experience for 
chapter leaders? Will the chapter be sustainable beyond your term? Determining member needs, and 
setting goals and a budget to meet those needs, as well as who is responsible for achieving these goals, 
will get the chapter on the path to rebooting and becoming more sustainable. 

Staff will also use the Chapter Sustainabilty Model to give chapter leaders a good plan of how to use your 
momentum from the strategic planning phase to work your way up to retention and renewal efforts that 
will keep your chapter going for years to come. Please come to this session with an open mind and a 
willingness to try something new for the benefit of your members. 

*This session is not eligible for continuing nursing education credits. *This session is not eligible for 
continuing nursing education credits. 
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Learning Activity: 

 LEARNING OBJECTIVES EXPANDED CONTENT OUTLINE 

 
Learn how to morph the basic chapter 

requirements into a positive chapter 

experience 

The STTI chapter bylaws are a good starting 

point to see what the basic requirements are 

for STTI chapters. 

 Establish realistic goals to implement change 

at the chapter level 

The PowerPoint presentation will walk 

through the steps to start fresh with their 

chapter's operations 

 


